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1 Introduction and Related WorksThe wide di�usion of Internet as a commercial medium makes the guarantee ofsecurity a necessity for every distributed protocol running over it. In fact, ex-periences have shown that many cryptographic protocols considered secure foryears, have been successively proved to be easily breakable. Many researchershave dedicated their e�orts to propose new formal frameworks in which securityproperties of cryptographic protocols can be studied and analyzed (see for ex-ample [20, 26, 23, 27, 28, 11, 16]). Within the model checking approaches [7], weremind the studies, oriented to de�ne an e�ective theoretical framework in [18,15, 14], and the recent BRUTUS model checker [19].This paper focuses on spi-calculus [4], a process algebra derived from the�-calculus [21, 22] with operators to encrypt and decrypt messages. The spi-calculus is expressive and exible enough to easily allow the description of a wideclass of cryptographic protocols. Basic properties, such as secrecy and integrity(a weak form of authenticity), can be expressed in it [2, 3] as may-testing [24] orbarbed equivalences. Despite rigorous and intuitive, the de�nition of these prop-erties su�ers of quanti�cation over in�nite contexts which make an automaticchecking impossible. To face this weakness Boreale, De Nicola and Pugliese in [6]have proposed environment-sensitive labeled transition systems on which equiv-alence and a weak bisimulation relations, not requiring quanti�cation over anycontext, have been de�ned and proved to be su�cient for may-testing equiv-alence. By the way the authors limit the used of trace equivalence and weakbisimulation to express secrecy and integrity. Following a di�erent approach,Abadi in [1] de�nes a set of typing rules for achieving secrecy properties. Basedon traditional concepts of classi�cation and control ows, these rules assure thatif a protocol type-checks than it does not leak secrecy.Recently Clarke, Jha and Marrero in the model checking framework, hasdeveloped an automatic model checker, BRUTUS [9] and de�ned a �rst orderlinear temporal logic to express security properties [8]. One of the main advan-tages of BRUTUS logic is its expressiveness able to to express not only secrecyand authenticity properties but also other, more complex, properties such as, forexample, anonymity [10]. Within BRUTUS a protocol can be described using anembedded language whose semantics is based on labeled transition systems.In this work we propose a spi-calculus dialect and its BRUTUS logic. Thespi-calculus dialect is provided with an operational semantics based on labeledtransition systems, on which the BRUTUS logic satis�ability relation has beende�ned. Indeed, our main goal is to provide an automatic framework for veri-fying, on spi-calculus protocols, logic properties in a model checking approach.In this sense this work can be considered as a �rst step in direction. To ourknowledge, no such approach is available so far for the spi-calculus .In Section 2 we outline some simplifying hypothesis assumed in this work.In Section 3 we illustrate the Denning-Sacco Protocol, which will be used as arunning example in the paper. In Section 4, 5 and 6, we de�ne the spi-calculusdialect. In Section 7 we report the BRUTUS temporal logics syntax, while in



Section 8 we de�ne its satis�ability relation for our spi-calculus dialect. Finallyin Section 9 we outline how to make model checking feasible and conclude.2 AssumptionsIn this section we make explicit the assumptions under which we have developedour work.Instead of describing the attacker, the malicious entity supposed to playagainst honest agents in order to break security, as an additional principal ex-plicitly interacting with the other agents, we assume (see for example [27, 19, 6,13, 5]), the presence of an environment that controls all communication media.It implies that: (a) all the channels are public and considered both in inputand in output to the environment; (b) all the communication events require asynchronization with the environment, that is whenever an agent performs anoutput action the environment performs an input, and whenever an agent per-forms an input action the environment performs an output; (c) the environmentcan modify or replace messages, or it can generate new messages starting fromthe ones it already had. The remaining assumptions regard on the cryptosystemused to encrypt or decrypt messages.In order to maintain separate correctness and security issues related to theprotocol itself, from those of the cryptosystem, we suppose to work under theperfect encryption assumption [19].Assumption 1 (Perfect Encryption) Given a ciphertext fTgK, it can be de-crypted only using the decryption key K�1. Given two ciphertexts, fT1gK1 andfT2gK2 it is assumed that fT1gK1 = fT2gK2 if and only if T1 = T2 and K1 = K2.Moreover we suppose that only atomic keys, instead of whole messages, could beused as encryption keys. In fact, the use of more complicated keys would increasethe complexity of the message structure without helping in the issues we wantto address in this present paper. Finally we suppose, without loss of generality,that the cryptosystem used is symmetric, that is the relative decryption key k�1of an encryption key k, is the key k itself.3 A Running Example: the Denning-Sacco ProtocolIn this section we describe the Denning-Sacco protocol as described in [17]. Itwill be referred later in the paper. The Denning-Sacco is a conventional-keyauthentication protocol which involves two agents, A and B, and an authenti-cation server, S. Its aim is to establish a session key Kab that will be used bythe agents as secure encryption key in successively communications. Each of thetwo agents, A and B, shares with the authentication server S a key, respectivelyindicated with Kas and Kbs, that will be used for encrypted communicationswith the server. The Denning-Sacco protocol can be informally described with



the following sequence of actions:step 1: A! S : A;Bstep 2: S ! A : fB;Kab; Ts; fKab; A; TsgKbsgKasstep 3: A! B : fKab; A; TsgKbsIn this informal description A ! B : m indicates that A sends a message m toB, which consequently receives it. In step 1, A requires to the server S a sessionkey to be used in communications with B. In step 2, S generates a new name Ts,and sends back to A a message containing the session key Kab and an encryptedmessage addressed to B. In step 3 A forwards to B the part of the messagereserved for B.The protocol is known to be prone to the following attack, occurring when asecond session of the protocol is running. We report the sequence of action whichrepresents the attack: in particular in step 3' of the second run, an intruder whohas stored a previous message from A, acting as A makes B erroneously believeto start a new communication.step 1: A ! S : A;Bstep 2: S ! A : fB;Kab; Ts; fKab; A; TsgKbsgKasstep 3: A ! B : fKab; A; TsgKbsstep 30: I(A)! B : fKab; A; TsgKbs4 Language SyntaxIn this section we describe the syntax our spi-calculus dialect. It is a modi�ed ver-sion of the spi-calculus of Abadi and Gordon [4], without mobility and where the"let" and "case" constructs have been embedded into, respectively, the outputand input primitives. Mobility is a characteristic that in cryptographic protocolsseems to have a minor interest than in other protocols, at least at the abstractlevel we intend to follow (indeed most of the works on protocol languages disre-gard it, see for example [27, 13, 6]), while the di�erent implementation of "let"and "case" is required to apply strategies to make the semantics model �nitestates in model checking.In the language are supposed (1) a set A of labels, used to distinguish amongcommunication events; (2) a set K of atomic keys, used as encryption keys; (3)a set N of atomic names which can be agent names, atomic messages, nouncesetc.; (4) a set V of variables ; (5) a �nite set I of agent identi�ers. Without loss ofgenerality we can assume that the set of identi�ers is the �nite set In = f1; : : : ngof positive integers. We let a range over labels, k over atomic keys, n over atomicnames, m over atomic names and keys when no distinction is required, x, y overvariables, and i over agent identi�ers.Atomic names and keys are used to build the setM of messages, via encryp-tion and pairing. As encryption keys we assume to use only atomic keys. The set



T of message terms is built, still via encryption and paring mechanisms, fromatomic names or keys, and variables.A protocol Z is a parallel composition of agent instances (i; P ). Each agentinstance is a couple composed by the unique agent identi�er i 2 In, and theagent P . Public names or keys m can be de�ned using (public m). A publicname is known by the environment and everywhere the same public de�nitionappears.The agents syntax can be informally described as in the following: 0 is theagent that does nothing; the generation of a new atomic name or key m used inP , is indicated with (new m)P . In addition to new names, a public or sharedname or key m used within P , can be de�ned respectively with (public m)P or(shared m)P . A public name has to be de�ned also at protocol level. A sharedname is the same within all the agents which share the same de�nition. Anoutput action, a(T ):P , allows a message to be sent on the channel labeled a. Aninput action, a(T ):P , allows a message M 2 M to be received via the channela. The message M needs to be structurally uni�ed with the message term T sothat the action to be successful. The parallel execution of P and Q is writtenP k Q, while P +Q is the non-deterministic choice between P or Q. An equalitytest on message terms [S=T ], can be put as guard on actions.In Figure 1 we have summarized the syntax, while in Figure 2 we have shownhow to specify two runs of the Denning-Sacco protocol, introduced in Section 3.In the speci�cation, for sake of clarity, we have omitted redundant parenthesisin nested pairs. Uppercase has been used for all the atomic messages involvedin communications. Finally, the agent names A and B, and the server name Shave been declared public in the protocol to point out that they are known bythe environment.5 Knowledge FunctionsIn this section we explain how to formalize the capabilities the environmenthas in manipulating messages. The environment can synthesize new messagesby encryption or by pairing, it can analyze compound messages by decryptionusing the relative decryption key, or by splitting tuples. Synthesis and analysis,�rst introduced by Paulson in [25], can be formalized using the inference systemdescribed in Figure 3, which is composed by two di�erent set of rules: expandingand shrinking, depending on the fact that the messages inferred are longer ornot than the relative messages in the premise. The rule `dec is used to obtain amessage m from a cipher message fmgk, supposing that the relative encryptionkey k is known. Other shrinking rules are `fst and `snd used to split a pairhm; ni respectively in its �rst and second component. The rule `cry is used togenerate an encrypted messages fmgk from the message m and an encryptionkey k, while the rule `pair is used to compose pair of messages.Given an initial set of messages W it is said that a message m is generatedfromW , writtenW ` m, if there exists a proof ofm whose premises are containedin W , while it is said that a message m is �nitely generated from W , written



M , N ::= m j fMgk j hM; Ni messages MS, T ::= x j fSgx j hS; T i jM message terms TZ ::= protocol Z(public m)Z public nameAjjjZ agent listA agent instanceA ::= agent instances P(i,P)P , Q ::= agents0 nilj a(T ):P inputj a(T ):P outputj P k Q parallel compositionj P +Q non-determinist choicej (new m)P private namej (public m)P public namej (shared m)P shared namej [S=T ]P matchj p agent variableD ::= p def= P agent de�nitionsThe de�nition of free/bound names and variables are de�ned as expected.Fig. 1. Syntax of the spi-calculus dialect.W `0 m, if there exists a proof of m using only shrinking rules. Using theabove de�nitions, it is possibible to formalize the notion of knowledge of theenvironment, starting from an initial set W of messages.De�nition 1 ([25]). Let W � M be a �nite set of messages. The analysis ofW is the set K (W ) =W [ fm :W `0 mg.De�nition 2 ([25]). Let W �M be a �nite set of messages. The synthesis ofW, is the set K (W ) =W [ fm :W ` mg .We want to underline that, given a �nite set W , K (W ) is �nite while K (W ),is usually in�nite. Anyway, testing if m 2 K (W ) is known to be decidable(see [9, 12]). In particular in [9] it is shown how the test can be answered in timeO(jmj)(jK (W )j).



DS def= (public A)(public B)(public S)(1; ps)jjj(2; pa)jjj(3; pb)jjj(4; ps)jjj(5; pa)jjj(6; pb)pa def= (public A)(public B)(public S)(shared Kas)cas(fhA; BigKas ):cas(fhB; xk; xt; yigKas ):cab(y):0pb def= (public A)(public B)(public S)(shared Kbs)cab(fhxk; xa; xtigKbs ):0ps def= (public A)(public B)(public S)(shared Kas)(shared Ksb)(new Ts)(new Kab)cas(fhA; BigKas ):cas(fhB;Kab; Ts; fhKab; A; TsigKbs igKas ):0Fig. 2. Speci�cation of two runs of Denning-Sacco protocol.Expanding rulesm kfmgk (`cry) m nhm;ni (`pair )Shrinking rulesfmgk kM (`dec) hm;nim (`fst ) hm;nin (`snd)Fig. 3. Inference system for message manipulation.6 Language SemanticsIn this section we de�ne the semantics of our language. Since it is our intentionto de�ne a satis�ability relation for the BRUTUS logic [10], we will develop asemantics based on labeled transition systems (LTS) that are the semantic modelfor such a logic (see [8] for details). Let us start with some de�nitions.De�nition 3 (Local State). A local state is a tuple (n; w; �), where:{ n 2 N is a name;{ w �M is a set of messages;{ � : V �!M is a function which binds variables to messages.With Loc we indicate the set of all possible local states. Moreover, given a localstate (n; w; �) 2 Loc, we indicate with (n; w; �)#1, (n; w; �)#2, (n; w; �)#3 respec-tively the �rst component n, the second component w, and the third component



�. Finally, talking about binding functions, with the symbol ? we indicate thefunction unde�ned everywhere, while we write �0 w � whenever the function �0coincides with � in every values of the domain where � is de�ned.De�nition 4 (Extended Bindings). Given a binding �, we de�ne the ex-tended binding b�, as the extension of � to the set of message terms, that is thefunction b� : T �!M so de�ned:b�(M) =M; where M 2Mb�(x) = �(x); where x 2 Vb�(fTgx) = fb�(T )g�(x)b�(hS; T i) = hb�(S); b�(T )iDe�nition 5 (Global State). Given protocol Z = (1; p1)jjj : : : jjj(n; pn), consist-ing of n agent instances each identi�ed by a di�erent positive integer i 2 In, aglobal state is a function G : In [ f0g ! Loc, such that:{ G(0) = (
;w
 ;?) is the local state of the environment. It is composed by theenvironment name 
, by the set of messages w
 passed through the networkand by an empty bindings.{ 8i 2 In; G(i) = (n; w; �) is the local state of the agent instance whose iden-ti�er is i. It is composed by the agent's name n, by the set of messages wexplicitly received or created by the instance and by the function � whosedomain is the set of variable appearing in the agent instance speci�cation.With Glob we indicate the set of all possible global states. The global statefunction describes the local state of the environment and the local state of eachof the agent instance running the protocol.De�nition 6 (Sort). Given a set A of labels. We de�ne sort of the set A, theset L = A [A where A = faja 2 Ag. We let � range over sorts.De�nition 7 (Actions). An action is either the term i:�(M) or the term �where i 2 In is an agent identi�er, � 2 L is a sort and M 2 M is a groundmessage.In particular actions can be: (a) output actions i:ahMi, (b) input actions i:ahMi,or the silent action � . We indicate with Act [ f�g the set of actions, and we let� range over it.De�nition 8 (Name Function). Given a protocol Z = (1; p1)jjj : : : jjj(n; pn) aname function name : In ! M is a function from the set of agent identi�erto messages, such that name(i) = name(j) whenever i and j are di�erentinstances of the same agent, that is whenever pi = pj .The operational semantics is based on the LTS formally explained in De�nition 9.An atomic transition of the LTS has form hG; Zi �7�! hG0; Z 0i and describes theatomic evolution of a protocol Z and a global environment G.De�nition 9. A LTS is a tuple (QZ ;G0;Act [ f�g;RZ), where:



(P-PUB) hG; (public m)Zi �7�! hG0; Zi where G0(0)#1 = G(0)#1 [ fmg(P-PAR1) hG; Z1i �7�! hG0; Z01ihG; Z1jjjZ2i �7�! hG0; Z01jjjZ2i (P-PAR2) hG; Z2i �7�! hG0; Z02ihG; Z1jjjZ2i �7�! hG0; Z1jjjZ02i(P-AGE) hG; (i; P )i � hG0; (i; P 0)ihG; (i; P )i �7�! hG0; (i; P 0)iFig. 4. Transition rules for protocols{ QZ � Glob �Z is the set of states;{ G0 is the initial state so de�ned: G0(0) = (
; ;;?), G0(i) = (name(i); ;;?),for all i 2 In.{ Act [ f�g is the set of actions.{ RZ � QZ � (Act [ f�g)�QZ is the transition relation de�ned in Figure 4.Whenever (Q;�;Q0) 2 RZ we write Q �7�! Q0.Referring to Figure 4, the (P-PUB) rule explains how the set of messages w
of the environment is changed when a public name or key is de�ned using(public m). The (P-PAR1) and (P-PAR2) de�ne the behavior of a parallel com-position of two protocols when a single protocols evolves. Finally the (P-AGE)rules makes a single agent transition to rise up at protocol transition level. Thede�nition of relation 7�! is based on another deduction system de�ned by therelation  whose transition rules are reported and described in Appendix A.The model is developed in such a way each possible execution corresponds toa �nite trace � = G0 � �1 � G1 � : : : � �n � Gn, of states Gi and actions �i, whereGi �i+17�! Gi+1. Anyway the resulted transition system could be potentially in�nite.The source of in�nity is rule the input rule of  which involves the synthesis ofthe environment.In next sections we show how the temporal logic used in BRUTUS can beinterpreted over the transition system presented as semantics domain.7 The BRUTUS Logics SyntaxWe start with giving the syntax of BRUTUS logics [10]. As alphabet, we assumeto have: (a) a set M of messages, (b) a set L of sort constructed from a set Aof labels; (c) a �nite set I of agents' identi�er. All the previous sets coincidewith the ones de�ned in Section 4. In addition we have: (d) a set Vm of messagevariables; (e) a set Vs of agent instance variables; (f) a set of predicate symbols;(g) the symbols :;^; 9;�P .Alphabet symbols are used to built terms, atomic propositions and formulaethat constitute the syntax of the BRUTUS logics, as summarized in Figure 5.



f ::= formulaep j :f j f1 ^ f2 j 9s:f j �P fp ::= atomic propositionsKnows(s; t) j Acts�(s;m) j t1 = t2s ::= agent-instance termsi j name(s) j vst ::= message termsM j ht1; t2i j ft1gt2 j vt j s:tFig. 5. The syntax of the BRUTUS logicTerms are splitted in two di�erent sets: agent-instance terms Ts and messageterm Tm de�ned as in the following. Informally, an agent-instance term can ei-ther be an agent identi�er, or an agent variable. A message term can be eitheran atomic message, or a message variable, or a pair of message term, or an en-cryption of message terms. The message term name(s) is the message indicatingthe name of the agent identi�er s. The message term s:t is the message term tinterpreted in the local state of the agent instance s.Atomic propositions can be: Knows(s; t), which is a predicate on the knowl-edge of the agent instance s of the message t, Acts�(s; t) which is a predicate onthe action �, performed by s, involving the message t, and t1 = t2, is an equalitytest over message terms, t1 = t2.A formula, can be any propositional logic formula, or the modal formula �P f ,where the symbol �P is the modal operator eventually in its past interpretation.The formula 9s:f binds the agent-instance term s within the formula f .8 Logics SemanticsIt is our intention to de�ne an interpretation of formulae over �nite traces � =G0 � �1 � G1 � : : : � �n � Gn, where Gi �i+17�! Gi+1 is a possible protocol transition. Westart de�ning the interpretation of terms.De�nition 10 (Agent-instance Term Interpretation). An agent-instanceterm interpretation, A , is a function from agent-instance terms Ts to I, that isA : Ts ! I, such that A (i) = iMessage terms are interpreted on global states Glob.De�nition 11 (Message Term Interpretation). Given a global state G 2Glob and an message term t, a message term interpretation, is the function



M : Glob ! Tm !M given below:M (G)(m) = m; where: m 2MM (G)(ht1 ; t2i) = hM (G)(t1 ); M (G)(t2 )iM (G)(ft1gt2) = fM (G)(t1 )gM(G)(t2 )M (G)(j:t) = b�(t); where: � = G(j)#3M (G)(name(j)) = n; where: n = G(j)#1Given a global state G 2 Glob , the interpretation of an atomic message m is themessage m itself; the interpretation of a pair ht1; t2i or an encryption ft1gt2 isde�ned recursively on the interpretation of message terms t1 and t2; the inter-pretation of i:t is the message obtained instantiating all the variables appearingin t, using the set of bindings of the agent instance whose identi�er is i; the in-terpretation of name(i) is the message which represents the name of the agentinstance whose identi�er is i.Formulae of the logic are interpreted over �nite traces of a protocol model.We �rst de�ne interpretation of atomic formulae on a particular state. We willwrite h�; ii j=A p to mean that the atomic proposition p is satis�ed on the stateGi of the trace �. Then we de�ne interpretation of formulae over a state. We willwrite h�; ii j= f to mean that the formula f is satis�ed on the state Gi.De�nition 12 (Atomic Proposition Interpretation). Given a trace � =G0 � �1 � G1 � : : : � �n � Gn, we have that:h�; ii j=A t1 = t2 i� M (Gi )(t1) = M (Gi )(t2)h�; ii j=A Knows(j; t) i� M (Gi )(t) 2 K (Gi(j)#1)h�; ii j=A Acts�(j; t) i� �i+1 = j:�(m); where: m = M (Gi )(t)Informally, the proposition t1 = t2 is true if and only if the interpretation,over the global state Gi, of the two message terms is equal. The propositionKnows(j; t) is true if and only if the message m which is the interpretation ofthe message term t over the global state Gi, belongs to K (wj), where wj is theset of messages in the local state of the agent whose identi�er is j. Finally theproposition Acts�(j; t) is true if and only if the action �i+1 is j:�(m) where mis the message term t interpreted over the state Gi.De�nition 13 (Formulae Interpretation). Given a formula f and a trace� = G0 � �1 � : : : � �n � Gn, we have that:h�; ii j= p i� h�; ii j=A ph�; ii j= :f i� h�; ii 6j= fh�; ii j= f1 ^ f2 i� h�; ii j= f1 and h�; ii j= f2h�; ii j= 9s:f i� there exists s0 2 In : h�; ii j= f [s0=s]h�; ii j= �P f i� there exists j; 0 � j � i : h�; ji j= fThe obvious extension of satis�ability over a trace is de�ned as follows � j=f i� h�; ii j= f;8i : 0 � i � length(�).



8.1 A Property Speci�cation ExampleIn this section we briey show how to express a properties over the Denning-Sacco protocol. In particular let us suppose that we want to specify the authen-ticity property that whenever the agent B receives a message fhxk; xa; xtigKbsapparently from the agent A, indeed that message has been previously sent byA. The properties can be expressed with the following formula:8b:name(b) = B ^Actscab(b; b:fhxk; xa; xtigKbsi))( �P (9a:name(a) = A ^Actscas(a; a:y)) ^: �P (9b0:name(b0) = B ^ b0 6= b ^Actscab(b; b:fhxk; xa; xtigKbsi)) ^(a:y = b:fhxk; xa; xtgKbs) ^ (b:fhxk ; xa; xtgKbs = b0:fhxk; xa; xtgKbs) )In the previous formula it is required that whenever in a state the agent whosename is B performs a receive action on the channel cab getting the messageb�b(fhxk; xa; xtigKbsi), where �b is the set of bindings of the agent B, then in aprevious state Gj , j � i, an agent whose name is A has sent that message onthe channel cab. In addition, it is required that in no other state Gj0 a di�erentinstance of B had received the same message since, in such a case, the messagecannot be considered authentic.It is not di�cult to prove that there exists a trace where the formula is false.In particular, let us consider the trace corresponding to the attack illustratedin Section 3, and suppose to evaluate the formula over the state correspondingto step 3': indeed, in that state an instance of B has just received a messagepreviously sent by an instance of A, but there exists a previous state where thesame message is received by another instance of B.9 Model Checking Issues and ConclusionsIn this paper we have shown how the BRUTUS logics [10], a �rst order logicsused within the BRUTUS model checker [9], can be used to specify securityproperties of a spi-calculus protocol, through the de�nition of a possible in�nitelabeled transition systems. The source of in�nity can be found in the input ruleof  which involves a matching from a pattern and messages in the synthesisof the environment, which is an in�nite set. In the de�ning the semantics of theBRUTUS embedded language, the authors found a similar problems, in [9]. Tomake the model checking feasible they observes that: (a) in the majority of thecase the matching against a pattern is restrictive enough to limit the derivationof an in�nite matching; (b) di�erent methods can be found to restrict the modelto a �nite state space, without weakening the model, such the ones used in [14,23] that allow message types.In order to make our transition system �nite state we intend to resort to sim-ilar strategies. In particular, input action semantics can be modi�ed in such away that only right typed messages are be accepted, making the pattern match-ing to be �nite. Typed messages in a input action, has been recently studiedby Heather, Lowe and Schneider in [14], where the authors show an e�cientimplementation which is independent of the protocol model used.
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The (A-SHA) is used to de�ne a shared name or key m. A shared name mayalso appear in other agent instances speci�cation. All the names coming from thesame shared de�nition must be considered equal. The (A-PUB) makes the publicname or key m, already de�ned at protocol level, to be added to the agent's setof messages wi. As in the share de�nition all the public names coming from thesame de�nition (public m) must be considered equal. The (A-INP) describeswhat happens when an agent instance is ready to perform an input from a publicchannel a. The input action is performed only if it is possible to extend thebinding �i = G(i)#3 with a new binding �0 w � such that the input term T canbe instantiated to a messageM . In additionM must belong to the environment'ssynthesis. If the extension is possible, the received message is added to the set ofmessages wi of the agent instance (i; P ), while its binding �i is substituted with�0. The (A-OUT) rule describes what happens when an agent instance is readyto perform an output action on a public channel. The output is successfullyexecuted only if the message term can be instantiated, using the local binding,to a ground messageM . In such a case the message sent in output becomes partof the set of messages w
 of the environment. Rules (A-PLUS1) and (A-PLUS2)describe the behavior in the case of non-deterministic choice. Rules (A-PAR1)and (A-PAR2) describe the behavior in case of parallel composition.The resulted transition system could be potentially in�nite. One source ofin�nity is rule (A-INP) which involve the synthesis of the environment. It cancause in�nity because there in�nite number of new bindings �0 w �i could existin such a way b�0(T ) =M , for some M 2 K (w
).



(A-NEW) hG; (i; (new m)P )i � hG0; (i; P )i where: �8j; m 62 G(j)#2G0(i)#2 = G(i)#2 [ fmg(A-SHA) hG; (i; (shared m)P )i � hG0; (i; P )i where: G0(i)#2 = G(i)#2 [ fmg(A-PUB) hG; (i; (public m)P )i � hG0; (i; P )i where: �m 2 G(0)#2G0(i)#2 = G(i)#2 [ fmg(A-INP) M 2 K (G(0)#2) ; 9�0 w G(i)#3 : b�0(T ) =MhG; (i; a(T ):P )i i:ahMi hG0; P i where: �G0(i)#2 = G(i)#2 [ fMgG0(i)#3 = �0(A-OUT) \G(i)#3(T ) =MhG; (i; a(T ):P )i i:ahMi hG0; (i; P )i where: G0(0)#2 = G(0)#2 [ fMg(A-PLU1) hG; (i; P )i � hG0; (i; P 0)ihG; (i; P +Q)i � hG0; (i; P 0)i (A-PLU2) hG; (i; Q)i � hG0; (i; Q0)ihG; (i; P +Q)i � hG0; (i; Q0)i(A-PAR1) hG; (i; P )i � hG0; (i; P 0)ihG; (i; P k Q)i � hG0; (i; P 0 k Q)i(A-PAR2) hG; (i; Q)i � hG0; (i; Q0)ihG; (i; P k Q)i � hG0; (i; P k Q0)i(A-MAT) G(i)#3T = G(i)#3ShG; (i; [S=T ]:P )i � hG0; (i; P )iFig. 6. Transition rules for agents


